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Introduction
1. The CPUT Technology Transfer Office (TTO) follows a well known

Innovation Success Model.

2. This model is called the “Innovation Chain” and highlights the steps

that typically need to be followed to achieve commercialisation of an

innovative product.

3. Each one of these steps poses a challenge which university innovators

need to overcome.

4. Many researchers at universities focus only on publications.

5. This poses a challenge for the TTO whose responsibility is to encourage

and foster innovation.

6. However, within a university there are some researchers who besides

publications also work in the innovation space.

7. These researchers, I call “New Academics” and these are persons with

vision and drive to help communities and society through the

introduction of new products.
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INNOVATION CHASM

Brain wave

Some cross, others fail

Innovation chasm has been identified as the key challenge 

facing the transformation of research into commercialized 

products. It can be seen as the gap between the research 

stage and the manufacturing commercial scale up stage 
also known as the application development stage. 
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Crossing the Innovation Chasm

There are 5 basic characteristics

to bridge the chasm:

1.Large investments in innovators

2.Users must see the advantages over

existing products

3.Compatiable with existing habits and

values of customers

4.Ease of use of the new product

5.Product must have been tried and

advantages observed

When Prof Benade came to CPUT with the

help of a large Research Innovation

Funding grant from CPUT and Dr Maretha

Opperman the Functional Foods Research

Unit (FFRU) was established and the first

steps to crossing the chasm was in place.

Secondly, they went beyond the basic idea

and through vision identified a community

health need from which they developed

and patented a unique Omega-3

supplement which contains components

which no other Omega-3 product

worldwide contains, clearly pointing out

the advantages over existing products.

Thirdly, the product is compatiable with

customer habits and values as many use

omega 3 products.

Fourthly, the product are capsules and the

size make their use easy for consumption.

Lastly, clinical trials were conducted and

the results observed and recorded.

They being true “innovators”, through

dedication and overcoming many

challenges, together with CPUT/TTO have

bridged the innovation chasm and entered

the manufacturing stage reaching a

commercial product called “Omega Caro-E.



Congratulations

The patented Omega Caro-E food supplement is a unique product, so much so,

that the Cancer Association of South Africa (CANSA) has agreed to endorse our

product.

This is the first time in South Africa that the “CANSA SMART CHOICE” emblem

will be associated with a scientifically proven food supplement.

Their success was based on knowing the need of the market, having a prototype

to show to potential customers and being able to convey the scientific messages

and advantages to interested persons.

Congratulations to the FFRU for its endorsement by CANSA and for the

agreement that is in place, whereby CANSA together with CPUT are bringing this

supplement to the market. The support and endorsement by CANSA

demonstrates the distinctiveness of this product and acknowledges the

commitment and dedication of the innovators and all the parties involved. TTO

congratulates the FFRU for its innovative product and CANSA for their

endorsement and for this launch.
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